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ABSTRACT
A low-molecular weight chromium-containing fraction of the material resulting from dichromate
reduction by bovine liver homogenate was investigated byNMR and ES-MS. The ES-MS spectrum showed a
readily detectable peak at m/z 786.1. The same molecular weight reasonably agreed with the relatively low
diffusion coefficient measured by NMR-DOSY experiments on the main species observed in the H NMR
spectrum. At least two downfield shifted and broad paramagnetic signals were apparent in the H NMR
spectrum. Temperature dependence of chemical shift was exploited in order to estimate the diamagnetic shift
of the signals in the diamagnetic region of the spectrum. 2D TOCSY, NOESY, COSY and H-3C HMQC
spectra revealed the presence of aromatic protons (which were assigned as His residues), Gly and some other
short chain amino-acids. Combinations of the molecular masses of such components together with acetate
(which is present in the solution) and chromium atoms allowed a tentative proposal of a model for the
compound.
INTRODUCTION
Historically, chromium has been the first metal to be recognized as carcinogenic and mutagenic /1/.
Beyond the risk associated with inhalation of Cr particles, the adverse biological effects are ascribed to Crw
compounds, since chromate or dichromate may readily enter cells through the sulfate channel/2/. According
to the uptake-reduction model/3/, intracellular reduction of Crv activates the cascade of reactions leading to
toxicity; whereas CrtI compounds are not able to cross the cytoplasmic membrane and may be therefore
considered devoid of adverse effects. The beneficial effects of Cr compounds and the eventual occurrence
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of Crl-containing natural macromolecules have been given great prominence in the bioinorganic chemistry
literature/4-25/.
Within cells, Cr
vl is reduced to lower valence states by several potential reductants, including cellular
thiols, mainly cysteine and glutathione, GSH, NADPH and ascorbate/26, 27/, with formation of reactive
oxygen species, thiyl and carbon-based radicals /28, 29/. In exposed animals, the ultimate steps of the
metabolic pathway are characterized by Crm insertion in the cell nucleus, where it cross-links DNA to
proteins or GSH itself/30, 31/.
Reduction of chromate by GSH has been thoroughly investigated in vitro/26, 32-40/. It has emerged that,
when reducing chromate, GSH first forms a thioester transient species and then a Crv complex where two
GSH molecules are able to cluster two metal ions/38/with the eventual participation of aspartic cid as
clustering agent/39/. The reported investigations have not succeeded so far in ascertaining whether this
complex is relevant for detoxification or if it is just an intermediate step in the reductive pathway to
mutagenic CrI. In the present report, we have investigated the reduction of Crw by the bovine liver
homogenate, where GSH is expected to occur at high concentrations and it is known to actively participate in
cell protection.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
All chemicals were obtained from Sigma Chemical Co. and used without further purification.
The bovine liver (ca. Kg) was suspended in liter of a 3.4 mM solution of K2Cr207 containing protease
inhibitors and homogenized through mechanical high velocity agitation for about 60 s. The homogenate was
centrifuged at about 11000g for 10 min at 4C. All subsequent procedures were performed at 4C. An equal
volume of ethanol was added to the supernatant and the resulting slurry was agitated for 12 h and then
centrifuged at 11000g for 10 rain. The new supernatant was mixed to more ethanol so as to reach a 90%
solution and kept under agitation tbr 2 days. A light brown precipitate was obtained and separated through
centrifugation at 4200g for 5 rain. The precipitate was freeze dried until a golden brown solid was obtained,
extracted with a minimum volume of water, shortly centrifuged and filtered through glass wool. The clear
greenish brown filtrate was loaded on a Whatman column (ca. 2.5 x 80 cm) of DEAE-cellulose equilibrated
with an ammonium acetate 0.2 M buffer solution, pH 7.2. The column was washed with liter of the buffer
and eluted with a I-L linear gradient from 0.2 to 2.0 M ammonium acetate, pH 7.2. The chromium
concentration in this and subsequent columns was monitored using the absorbance at 260 nm. Fractions
containing the major Cr concentrations were pooled and concentrated by ultrafiltration (Amicon 8010 using
YC05 membrane), diluted with an equal volume of water and applied again to an identical DEAE column,
washed and eluted as previously described. Chromium rich fractions were again pooled and concentrated by
ultrafiltration. The gray green solution was applied to a Sephadex G-25 column (ca. 2.5 80 cm) and eluted
with ammonium acetate 0.05 M, pH 6.5. Chromium containing fractions were collected and concentrated by
ultrafiltration (Amicon 8010 and/or 8400 with YC05 membrane) to less than 10 mL. The deep gray-green
solution was applied to a Sephadex G-15 column (ca. 6.5 60 cm) and eluted with ammonium acetate 0.05
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M, pH 6.5. Gray-green fractions were again collected, concentrated and reapplied to the same G-15 column.
The resulting solution was concentrated by ultrafiltration, lyophilized and stored at- 20C.
ES-MS spectra were recorded with a Perkin-Elmer Sciex triple quadrupole liquid chromatography/mass
spectrometry/mass spectrometry (LC/MS/MS) with a water/formic acid (equilibrated at pH 7.4) mobile
phase.
1H-NMR spectra were obtained at 14.1 T with a Bruker Avance 600 Spectrometer operating at controlled
temperature (+ 0.2 K). Chemical shifts were referenced to external TMS (tetramethylsilane). Water
suppression was achieved either with presaturation or with excitation sculpting/41/using a selective square
pulse on Water 2ms long. COSY, TOCSY, NOESY and HMQC spectra were obtained by using standard
pulse sequences. TOCSY experiments were acquired with a total spin-locking time of 75 ms using a MLEV-
17 mixing sequence. 2D-NOESY was acquired with a mixing time of 150 ms.
DOSY spectra were acquired at 298 K using a 5 mm triple resonance probe with gradients along x,y,z
directions. A PFG longitudinal eddy-current delay (LED) pulse sequence with bipolar gradients incorporating
spoil gradients during both longitudinal storage periods was used/42,43,44/. Diffusion coefficient,,; were
measured by incrementing the gradient strength (with an initial value of 0.86 G cm
"1 and a step size of 2.65 G
cm
"1 for 2 ms), while the separations (250 ms) of the field gradients and the total echo time were kept
constant. A series of 16 spectra with 128 scans was recorded in 2D mode for each measurement, with a
recycle time of5 s between scans. The strength of the B0 field gradient was calibrated by measuring the self-
diffusion coefficient of the residual HDO signal in a 100% D20 sample at 298 K/45/. A diffusion coefficient
D of 1.90x10
9 m s
1 /46/was used for back calculation of the gradient strength by fitting peak volumes
(without manipulating the window function) to a sigmoid curve (eq. [2] in the text). The same measurement
was used to determine the hydrodynamic radius of water at 0.101 nm using a viscosity for D20 at 298 K of
1.132x10
3 Kg m s-!/47/(eq. [1] in the text). A diffusion experiment was performed on a sample of TSP in
D20 at 298 K in order to evaluate its hydrodynamic radius r by the ratio rTSl, rwaterDwater/DTsP /48/ at 0.351
nm. Such value was then used to measure the viscosity of the solution containing the material extracted from
bovine liver by measuring the diffusion ofTSP (eq. [1] in the text).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The material resulting from dichromate reduction within the bovine liver homogenate was previously
shown to display the following features/39/:
(i) UV-vis spectra are very similar to those obtained when reducing chromate with GSH at pH 7.4 and
exclude the occurrence of any Crm compound, thus suggesting that the +V or +IV states have been
stabilized;
(ii) EPR spectra are again very similar (the same g value (1.93), a similar hyperfine structure consistent
with coupling with two almost equivalent nitrogens and only a slightly different linewidth) to those
obtained from the GSH/chromate system at pH 7.4. It may thus be suggested that a similar cluster of
two Crv ions is very likely to occur in the liver homogenate.
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(iii) The 800 MHz H-NMR spectrum of the chromium-containing liver homogenate dissolved in H20
(with 10% of D20) at pH 7.4 shows at least two large upfield shifted signals (in the range -20 -40
ppm) demonstrating the presence of some paramagnetic species, which, again, is not consistent with
the presence of Cru compounds.
The ES-MS spectrum of the chromium-containing material showed a readily detectable peak at m/z
786.4 (Figure 1), the two signals at 808.8 and 824.4 being accounted for by the assumption of one sodium or
one potassium atom respectively. Again, as shown by the theoretical fingerprint of the peak, occurrence of a
homonuclear chromium dimer is suggested in very close agreement with what was observed with GSH alone.
As will be later discussed, these findings suggest the presence of a high molecular weight compound to
which the upfield shifted signals appearing in the NMR spectrum (data not shown) may belong.
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Fig. 1" Region ofES-MS spectrum of the material extracted from liver.
The diamagnetic region (0- l0 ppm) of the 600 MHz H-NMR spectrum is shown in Figure 2. The
signals can be grouped into three sets:
a) High intensity signals at 1.98 ppm (assigned to the methyl group of acetate) and 3.5 3.8 ppm besides the
strong water signal that had to be suppressed;
b) medium intensity signais (later considered) in some cases very broad;
c) very low intensity signals flanking all the signals in b) as they belonged to a similar isomeric species or a
different complex with a slightly different coordination mode; one peak, flanking the acetate resonance at
1.98 ppm, could originate from a second form of the acetate or belong to set b.
Due to the unknown nature of species occurring in the chromium containing fraction of the liver
homogenate, we decided first to assess whether the observed signals belong to the same species. A DOSY
experiment was therefore performed on the material as shown in Figure 3 /49, 50/. Transport properties of
molecules and ions are in fact connected with structural properties because diffusion coefficients (D) depend
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Fig. 2: H 600 MHz spectrum of the material extracted from liver in H20 (containing 10% D20) at pFt 7.35,
T=298 K.
on friction factors (fv):
D= kBT fT 6rtrlrn (1)
f,
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, rl is the viscosity of the medium and rH is the hydrodynamic radius of
the molecule, here assumed of spherical shape/51/. The result is a diffusion-ordered 2D map where signals
belonging to molecules having the same D value are all found on the same horizontal line.
The map reported in Figure 3 shows that the line corresponding to the slowest diffusion coefficient (3 x
10
1 m2/s) contains most of the medium size signals of the 1D spectrum suggesting that they all belong to
the same molecule. Other apparent peaks belong to water (4.7 ppm) and to acetate (1.9 ppm) which is used in
the extraction procedure. The other few peaks belong to signals too weak to be considered. In order to better
determine the value of the diffusion constant the intensity of the signals at D=3xl0 m-/s was plotted as a
function of the gradient strength G and regression analysis was performed with the equation/52/:
exp[-Dq2 (A 8 3 : 2)] (2)
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Fig. 3: (top) DOSY spectrum at 600 MHz of the material extracted from liver in HO (containing 10%
D_O) at pH 7.35, T=298 K and (bottom) regression analysis of the curve obtained by plotting the
intensity of one peak belonging to the species with lower diffusion as a function of the gradient
strength used in the DOSY experiment.
where and I0 are the intensities of the signal for each gradient strength used in the experiment and for 2%
gradient strength, A and 6 are the big and the little delta of the BPP-LED experiment which represent
respectively the interval between the two bipolar composite gradients and the duration of each gradient
within each bipolar composite gradient, x is the gradient pulse separation and q 2nyG6. An average value
of 3.15x10-
mZ/s was obtained from all the peaks belonging to the upper line in the DOSY experiment. In
order to roughly estimate the molecular weight of the species observed, the apparent molecular weight M was
calculated as/48,53/:
M , 6qTtFD 3(t: 5-, )
(3)
where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, q is the viscosity of the solution, NA iS
Avogadro’s number, vz and v are the partial specific volumes of the molecule and solvent water,
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respectively, and 61 is the fractional amount of water bound to the molecule (hydration number). F is the
shape factor, or Perrin factor, which is defined to be the ratio of the friction coefficient of the molecule to that
of a hard sphere with equivalent mass and partial specific volume. The viscosity of the solution (9.77x10
-4
Kg m
"1 s1) was determined by the diffusion coefficients of the internal reference TSP as described in the
experimental section. We considered an axial ratio of (F=I), 0.73 x l0
.6 m3g
1 and xl0
-6 m3g
1 were used
for the partial specific volumes v2 and v of the material and the solvent/54/, and a value of 0.4 was used for
the hydration number (hydration numbers in the range 0.3-0.4 gram of water per gram of protein are
common for most proteins)/48/. The apparent molecular value was found at 796.5. Such value provides an
upper limit, since eventual relatively large errors on the hydration number and/or the shape factor yield lower
molecular weights. It follows that what is inferred from diffusion measurements is anyway in fairly good
agreement with the molecular weight observed in the ES-MS spectrum, thus indicating that the set of’ peaks
in the DOSY spectrum and the ES-MS signal at m/z 786.4 refer to the same species, which, most likely,
brings a unit charge.
In order to assess the amount of paramagnetic contribution for the protons in the diamagnetic region of
the spectrum the temperature dependence of chemical shifts was studied (Figure 4). Diamagnetic chemical
shifts of aliphatic protons should in fact have poor temperature dependence while both contact and pseudo-
8.4 8.2 8.0 7.8 7.6 7.4 7.2 7.0 6.8 6.6 6.4 6.2
5.2 5.0 4.8 4.6 4.4 4.2 4.0 3.8 3.6 3.4
6.0 ppm
ppm
2.6 2.4 2.2 2.0 ppm
Fig. 4: Temperature dependence from 280 (top) to 325 K (bottom) in steps of 5 K of 600 MHz IH spectra
of the material extracted from liver in HO (containing 10% D20) at pH 7.35.
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contact chemical shifts are inversely proportional to the temperature. In particular, when the zero field
splitting (ZFS) is negligible (as in the presence of only one unpaired electron) and in case of axial symmetry
of the g tensor the following equations hold/55/:
60 6 +6 A gsotS(S+l) A
pc gogS(S+l) const
h 3kBT h 3kBT T
(4)
where A and Apc are the electron-nucleus contact and pseudocontact coupling constants respectively, la,, is the
permeability of vacuum, S is the spin quantum number of the paramagnetic species, -tB is the electron Bohr
magneton, gso, gll and g_ are the isotropic parallel and perpendicular electron g factors, 71 is the proton
magnetogyric ratio, 0 is the angle between the metal-nucleus vector and the molecular z axis and p, c and pc
superscripts stand for paramagnetic, contact and pseudo-contact.
Eqs. (4) show that the paramagnetic contribution to the chemical shifts should follow an hyperbolic law
as a function of temperature. Figure 5 shows the temperature dependencies of the chemical shifts of some
representative proton signals belonging to set b). It is clearly seen that some protons at 320 K are very near
the plateau, meaning that the value of the chemical shift is practically not affected by the paramagnetic
contribution. In other cases fitting the curves with an hyperbolic curve has made it possible to measure the
limiting deviation from the chemical shift.values in the absence of paramagnetic contribution. Results are
reported in Table 1. The extrapolated diamagnetic shifts can be used to assign NMR peaks to some spin
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Fig. 5: Temperature dependence of chemical shifts of some representative peaks with shorter diffusion
constant of the material extracted from liver in H20 (containing 10% D20) at pH 7.35.
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Table 1
H-NMR chemical shifts measured at 300 K in the diamagnetic region ofthe 600 MHz H-NMR
spectrum of the chromium-containing material obtained upon reduction of dichromate by the bovine liver
homogenate. The third and fourth columns report the chemical shifts and the deviations measured at the
plateau ofthe temperature dependent curves. Diffusion coefficients derived from each peak are reported
in the last column. Errors on H chemical shifts can be estimated as + 0.05 ppm while errors on diffusion
coefficients were estimated around 3 %.
Chemical shift at 300 K Temptative Limiting value Deviation Diffusion
(ppm) assignment (diamagnetic shift, (ppm) coefficient
ppm) (m2/s)x 10"
8.35 Amide proton 8.39 -0.04 3.12
7.89 Amide proton 8.34 -0.45 3.15
7.71 H6 His 8.37 -0.66 3.25
7.59 Ha His 7.95 -0.36
6.88 H His
6.82 H His
6.62 6.14 0.48
4.48 H 4.39 0.09 3.14
4.37 H Gly 4.34 0.03 3.10
3.92 H Gly 4.05 -0.13 3.09
2.45 H His 2.58 -0.13 3.16
2.39 H His 2.53 -0.14 3.16
1.91 acetate 9.98
0.00 TSP 6.37
system with the aid of 2D spectroscopy, although the interaction with the metal ion charge may, by itself,
lead to sizeable changes in chemical shift. It must however be kept in mind that the largest variations are
most probably experienced by nuclei in the immediate surrounding of the paramagnetic ion and that these are
hardly observed due to fast transverse relaxation caused by the coupling with the electron spin magnetic
moment.
The temperature dependence of chemical shifts provides further information based on the sign of the
deviations which is dependent on the angle 0 in eqs. (4) and can help in connecting spin systems as near
nuclei should experience similar shifts.
Analysis of data shows that, on all peaks, the paramagnetic shift is restricted within 0.5 ppm making the
regions of the different types of protons basically unchanged. The presence of consistent broadening in the
alpha and aromatic proton regions of peptides suggests that, besides binding to backbone or side-chain
aliphatic donors, coordination to atoms on aromatic side chains as Tyr, His or Trp is likely to occur. In
particular TOCSY, NOESY and HMQC spectra (Figure 6) are consistent with the presence of at least two
different His residues. Figure 6a shows the TOCSY spin systems of the aromatic rings connecting Hs and H;
in addition a TOCSY cross-peak is present between the narrower of each pair of signals and the ]3 protons.
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Fig. 6" LD 600 MHz spectra of the material extracted from liver in H20 (containing 10% D20) at pH 7.35.
(a) TOCSY and COSY regions (T=298 K), (b) HMQC and NOESY regions (T=278 K).
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The H-HI3 TOCSY cross-peaks can only be found in His or Trp spin systems (not for Phe and Tyr), but
occurrence of Trp can be discarded as no other aromatics protons are present. The broadening of He protons
together with the stronger deviation (Table 1) observed forH with respect toH indicate the aromatic ring as
a possible chromium-bonding moiety. The absence of H, and HN signals can be originated by broadening
and further bonding to amide proton cannot be excluded. HMQC spectrum (Figure 6b) reveals that among
the four protons within 7.0 and 8.5 ppm only those at 7.71 and 7.59 ppm are directly linked to carbon atoms,
thus suggesting that peaks at 8.35 and 7.89 ppm belong to two amide protons. COSY and TOCSY spectra do
not reveal any. connectivity to these two signals; only two NOESY cross-peaks connect the first signal with
the one at 4.48 ppm (strong) and the one at 4.37 ppm (weak) as reported in Figure 6b. The latter is connected
in the NOESY spectrum also with one H of His, and most importantly has a COSY cross-peak with the
signal at 4.48 ppm suggesting the presence of a Gly. As indicated in Table 1, all detectable protons (with the
exception of the signals assigned to His and amide protons) have limiting values of diamagnetic shifts
between 4.0 and 4.4 ppm. If amino-acids are exclusively considered, this ppm range competes to t protons
only. This situation can be due to the presence of Gly residues or to short side-chain peptides such as Asp,
Ash, Ser or Cys, where 13 protons can be washed out by line broadening, leaving only a protons detectable.
However, as shown in Figure 6a, most of the signals between 4.0 and 4.4 ppm display COSY connectivities
among themselves, supporting the hypothesis ofthe presence ofGly residues.
In order to get some more insight into the composition of the material, we tried to sum up all possible
combinations of the masses of the possible amino acid components (Gly, His, Ser, Ash, Asp, Cys) which,
together with acetate and two Cr atoms, could result in the molecular mass observed in the ES-MS
experiment. Acetate was considered because is included in the preparation protocol and it is well known as
an efficient clustering ligand for chromium/56/.
It was found that a combination of two His, two Gly, two Cys, two Cr atoms and one acetate molecule
results in a molecular mass of 786.0397 (average molecular mass 786.685, molecular formula
C24H30N000S2Cr2) provided four water molecules (for the formation of four peptide bonds) and nine
protons are removed. This is possible by assuming acetate bridging two Cr atoms coordinated by twoN of
the His rings (H is actually very broad), two sulfurs of the Cys residues (which would explain why HI3 are
missing in the diamagnetic region of the NMR spectrum and could identify the broad upfield shifted peaks),
and five ionized amino or amide nitrogens. In addition, since the total charge must be mono-positive,
chromium is forced to assume a +5 oxidation state thus justifying the similarities with the Crv dimer fbrmed
with GSH.
INFERENCES AND CONCLUSIONS
The composition suggested by the coupled analysis of ES-MS and NMR data may lead to a hint of the
presence of two small peptides binding the two bridged chromium atoms in a slightly asymmetric way. We
suggest here that such small peptides might correspond to the Cys-His-Gly sequence found in domain III of
bovine serum albumin (BSA, 245-247 fragment), which is particularly abundant in liver. The complex might
therefore originate by degradation of the protein caused by chromate. As a matter of fact, it has recently been
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found that a copper(II) complex acts as an artificial metalloprotease towards BSA and that copper is
subsequently found ligated to the nitrogen of histidine in domain III in several proteolytic fragments/57/.
The picture emerging from these considerations is consistent with the presence of a Crv dimer ligating two
Cys-His-Gly peptides and one bridging acetate ion. Differences in the chemical shift of the two histidine
residues, and the fact that an odd number of protons must be subtracted for obtaining the experimental ES-
MS spectrum, suggests that the coordination mode is asymmetric. Furthermore, since bridging of acetate is
known to yield Cr atoms very close to each other, the broader EPR signal/39/of the Cr-containing material
extracted from bovine liver homogenate in respect of the Crv dimers obtained with GSH or GSH/Asp may be
accounted for as well. As a consequence, a hypothetic tentative structure of the complex was built as shown
in Figure 7.
Fig. 7: Hypothetic tentative model of a chromium(V) dimer ligated by two Cys-His-Gly peptides and
bridged by an acetate ion. Water molecules are likely to complete the coordination sphere of the two
metal ions. The model was created with HYPERCHEM software package/58/.
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However, it is worth remarking that the suggested species is not the only one occurring in solution, since
the presence of the aforementioned small-intensity satellite peaks implies the occurrence of at least one
isomeric form of the complex.
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